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HANOVER HOUSE

APPENDIX A

1	 Acoustic Attenuation 

2	 Odour Control Measures 

3	 Engineered Fire Solution
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HANOVER HOUSE

ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION

Addendum to RSK acoustic report. 298355-RSK-RP-01-(00) 

During the site survey, the kitchen extraction system was operating whilst RSK conducted a site 
walkover inside and outside the building. The kitchen extract fans were only just audible in 
rooms above the kitchen during lulls in traffic and not at all on upper floors (where it is expected 
a short distance between these rooms and the top of the duct). Noise from this specific source 
at street level was not audible, nor was this perceived in the context of external ambient noise 
levels.

However, when other fixed plant noise was noted, for example from the outlet embedded facing 
Montpellier Arcade, this source was measured and incorporated into the noise model/
assessment.

 

Notwithstanding the above, the assessment methodology assumed a very conservative 
scenario with a variety of noise sources occurring simultaneously with the additional 
consideration of noise penalties for those audible plant items that subsequently resulted in 
higher glazing specifications.


Based on the modelling of separate noise sources, the highest level of façade mitigation is to 
Flat 2 F1 bedroom (facing the kitchen extract) with 24 dB reduction due to averaged night-time 
noise levels (mainly pub noise).

 

Based on the table above, which does not include noise from the kitchen extraction system 
deemed operational during daytime hours (restaurant opening hours), the contribution from the 
extract system should have been equal or greater than 56 dB at the closest sensitive window 
(Flat Two Studio, at 4.6m from the extract) in order to change the prescribed noise reduction (24 
dB).

 

In order to achieve 56 dB at 4.6 metres distance, noise emissions from the top of the extraction 
system should have been 69 dB at 1 metre from the extraction system (assuming standard point 
source propagation). A level of this magnitude is 14 dB higher from measured ambient noise 
levels at ground floor on the west façade of the building facing the car park area (measurement 
AT-02 taken between 1300-14.30 and summarised in Table 5.5 of the noise report) and therefore, 
unlikely not to be perceived from street level during lulls. A noise emission level of 69 dB LAeq,T 
at 1 metre from an extraction system is deemed excessive and unlikely to represent current 
emission levels from this source.


With regards to the most exposed window between Flat Four’s dining room and the extraction 
system, a highest noise reduction of 19 dB (excluding the likely contribution from the extraction 
system) has been calculated (59 dB daytime – 40 dB limit). The lowest mitigation option A (Table 
7.4) for the dining room windows has provision for an acoustic performance of 32 dB Rw+Ctr for 
glazed elements; this level of reduction by the glazing/ventilators would be more than sufficient 
to mitigate any potential noise the kitchen extraction system, albeit in our view, the impact of the 
extraction unit would be negligible


 

To achieve the required noise reduction of 32 dB Rw+Ctr secondary glazing in proposed and is detailed on drawings P400-404


The proposed secondary glazing achieves a nose reduction of 44 dB Rw which is more than double the attenuation required by 
the acoustic survey.  


The proposals to relocate the extract terminal to roof level away from the facades will further reduce the acoustic effect of the 
extract.
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HANOVER HOUSE

ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION

Separating Floors 

The separating floors, between both flats/flats and flats/restaurant will require acoustic isolation 
to meet the Building Regulations.   These are applied to the existing floorboards which are 
retained and overlaid.


Details are drawing P400


Ventilation Plant 

Currently the kitchen ventilation extract hood is solidly mounted through the first floor and as 
part of the works the bolts that hold it in place will be removed. The existing ceiling forms a fire 
compartment for the restaurant and kitchen separating it from the upper floors.


In addition the fans are to be re supported on anti vibration mounts within the hood as set out in 
the survey report.


The hood will be re fixed using isolation mounts to the underside of the kitchen ceiling on 
unistrut .


Details are drawing P400


These overlay flooring detail are compliant with Building Regulations robust details including 
EFC1,EFC2, EFS3 and achieve impact reduction of 52dB and airborne transmission isolation of 
58dB.  
 

Existing kitchen hood fixings to be removed and 
hood re fixed  to ex kitchen ceiling.

Acoustic performance of secondary glazing

Selectaglaze system proposed
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ODOUR CONTROL MEASURES 
HANOVER HOUSE

location of extract ductwork extension adjoining staircase

Ducted Solutions, a specialist ventilation design / installation company have surveyed the 
existing installation and made recommendations.  Their report forms part of the application 
documents.


Their recommendations are:


These works are detailed on the application drawings all being internal to the kitchen and 
existing ductwork excepting the modification of the extract cowl / termination.


Details of anti vibration mounts under 5.2 are included on drawings 
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ENGINEERED FIRE SOLUTION

Flush AOV roof light  - Velux

HANOVER HOUSE

The LPA requirement for an open plan floor layout requires an engineered fire solution for the 
second floor.  


HH Fire, a firm of fire consultants, have provided advice on the fire compliance of the building 
and their recommendations are


1	 Install BS 8458 compliant mist fire suppression system to the second floor open plan 	
	 unit 4.   (BS requires entire floor to be treated)

	 This is detailed on the application drawings comprising flush mounted mist heads and 	
	 mains supplied pressurised mist system linked to LD1 alarm and detection system.

	 

	 Nozzles depicted here are 72mm dia. and the product brochure supplied as part of the 	
	 application documentation.


	 The domestic pump control units are located within the kitchen cupboards.


2	 install AOV to both staircases.

	 These flush roof lights are at roof level and located on the proposed plans


3	 Form lobby within kitchen to rear escape staircase.


4	 The existing first floor between the restaurant and offices is an existing compartment 	
	 floor.  The existing FRA shows the second floor as a compartment floor however on 	
	 inspection during the building works areas of existing lath and plaster that remain may 	
	 require treatment to ensure that the FD 30 rating is maintained.  Specification M60 	
	 provides for the installation of a certified intumescent coating in this instance to avoid 	
	 the need for replacement of the lath and plaster with plasterboard.
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HANOVER HOUSE

SPECIFICATIONS

The following NBS specifications form part of this application 


L10 - Secondary Glazing


L40 - Window Repairs


M60 - Coating Systems
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HANOVER HOUSE

Existing compartment first floor Patched ceilings second floor to be treated as M60
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HANOVER HOUSE
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HANOVER HOUSE


